Kates Hill Weekly Home learning activities
Year Group: Nursery
Week beginning: 08.06.20
PE
Try your best to be physically
active for at least an hour per day.

Maths
Maths lessons:

Remember to also relax, have fun and enjoy time with
your family as well!
Literacy

Suggested Indoor Activities

Suggested Outdoor Activities

Reading lessons:
Listen to stories.

This week’s suggested indoor
topics are:

This week’s suggested outdoor
topics are:

Recognise your name.

1.Talk about how different people
help us during this time. For
example, the people who work in
hospitals.

1. Go for a walk. Is the weather
different this week?

2. Put some music on and dance!

3. Challenge: Do you have a dice?
Roll it, count how many spots there
are, see if you can balance on that
many points. Three spots could
mean balancing with two hands
and one foot in the air!

Monday: Sing some number songs
We recommend: Joe Wicks
https://www.youtube.com/user/th
ebodycoach1
Joe does a daily 30minute PE lesson
for children and families. It’s a
great way to start the day.
You could also try Cosmic Kids Yoga
https://www.youtube.com/cosmic
kidsyoga
This is a great way to practice
mindfulness and keep yourself
stretched and supple.

Remember to show us
what you’ve been getting
up to via the email link for
nursery@kateshill.dudley.sch.uk

Tuesday: Cut out shapes to make
your own bus. What shapes do you
need?
Wednesday: Have a selection of
containers and bottles. Predict
which will hold the most / least
amount of water. Fill them in
different ways. Use the words
empty, half empty, half full, full.
Thursday: Make long towers and
short towers.

Sing ‘The Wheels on the Bus’

Writing lessons:
Monday: Have a go at writing your
name. But remember there is a
capital letter at the start and then
lower case letters.
Tuesday: Can you draw pictures of
the people or animals who are in
your bus from the song above.

Friday: Watch Numberblocks on
CBeebies iPlayer.

Wednesday: Use a brush outside
with water. Can you paint your
name?

Challenge: Can you count and say
one more than a number up to 10?

Thursday: Can you use your initial
sounds to write about your
favourite toy.
Friday: Make your own bus. Label
the tickets.

3. Challenge: Say the rhyme
‘Humpty Dumpty’. Change the
words. Instead of Humpty Dumpty
had a great fall, it could be Humpty
Dumpty caught the ball.

2.Move like different animals.

